
GAME PROJECT 
Game Name: Jacks or Better                                                    

  
Main Game General Rules: 

Hands: Changes the hands played per game round 

Bet: Changes the bet amount per coin played 

Bet 1: Adds one coin per hand played to the bet amount 

Bet Max: Takes bet amount to the maximum of five coins per hand in one click 

Clear bet: Reduces bet amount to the minimum of one coin per hand in one click 

Deal: Starts the hand with the current bet 

Hold: Tells the game to keep the card being held for the final poker hand(s) 

Draw: Tells the game you are ready to discard and re-draw your final hand(s) 

 

Special Display Features 

Pay table:  

• Shows the number of wins at each category after the hand for easy summary viewing 

• Mouse over a pay table line and it will highlight the winning combinations on the board 

• Winning hand roll over: In multi-hand play, roll over a winning combination to enlarge it 

• Colour-coding: Consistent colour-coding shows you at a glance what level of wins your hands 

produced 

 

Video Poker uses classic poker hand rankings. See below to find out more. 

 

Jacks or Better 

This game is the gold-standard of Video Poker. It includes the full pay table game on all versions, from 1 to 

100 hands, returning 99.54% with perfect strategy over time. Entertaining and rewarding for all types of 

players. 

 

Hand values follow the traditional poker rankings and there is a bonus for a Royal Flush with maximum 

coins played.  

Hand Rankings and Pay-outs 

Hands Coin 1 Coin 2 Coin 3 Coin 4 Coin 5 

Royal Flush 250 500 750 1,000 4,000 

Straight Flush 50 100 150 200 250 
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Four of a Kind 25 50 75 100 125 

Full House 9 18 27 36 45 

Flush 6 12 18 24 30 

Straight  4 8 12 16 20 

Three of a Kind 3 6 9 12 15 

Two Pairs 2 4 6 8 10 

Jacks or Better 1 2 3 4 5 

Jacks or Better is played with one 52 card deck, which is shuffled after each game. 

 

The theoretical return to player (RTP) for Jacks or Better ranges from a minimum of 98.37% to a maximum 

of 99.54%. 

 


